Instructions Manual for

KA1000DKTX Door Signal Transmitter

Switch Channel for path of flashing
The default setting is on Channel One
(CH1) as seen from FIG 2.2 on above.

Install Door Signaler Transmitter

FIG. 3.1

A. Door Knock:
Hook the door knock on top of the door (Fig 1.1). Turn the door knock transmitter on.
Knock on the other side of the door to make sure it is functioning properly.
B. Doorbell:
Clip the doorbell by the doorknob facing out. Press the button to test. (Fig 1.2 & 1.3)
FIG. 1.1 (inside door)

FIG. 1.2 (outside door)

To change Channel, take the black chip
out and put in Channel Three (CH3)

FIG. 1.3 (outside door)
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FIG. 3.2
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Flash Path
When set your preference of how much flash it will appear on the lamp
applicatoin from the Krown receiver (KA1000 Alarm Clock or KA1000RR)
CH1: 2x, 2x
CH2: 3x, 3x
CH3: 12x
WARRANTY
Your KA1000DKTX Door Signal Transmitter is covered for one (1) year from the date of purchase against
all defects in materials and/or workmanship. Please fill out and send in the warranty cards as soon as possible.

Change system security code
If your clock encounters interference and repeatedly activates itself for no obvious
reason then maybe a system nearby in your neightborhood triggering the alarm. Change
the channel switch settings on all transmitters and repeat the above steps for the new
settings. (See Figure 2.1).
If your KA1000 Alarm Clock’s memory is full, unplug the clock and take the battery
out for 5 seconds then repeat the setup procedure.
If the clock is going be used with the Alarm Monitor KA300, take one transmitter and
change to a new operation code then repeat the setup procedure for both KA1000,
KA300RX and/or KA1000RR.
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FIG. 2.1
Operation Code Switches

FIG. 2.2

Voice:
TTY/TDD:
VP:
Fax:
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Web Site:
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(817) 738-1970
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